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1. Please say what kind of charity or charities you are involved with or responding on behalf of
(including their charity number if applicable), and what your role is. The commission particularly
wants to hear from charity trustees.
The Society of Biology is a registered charity (No. 277981) and is incorporated by Royal Charter. We are a
single unified voice, representing a diverse membership of individuals, learned societies and other
organisations from across the life sciences. Many of our member organisations1 are also registered
charities, and a proportion of our individual members will undertake trustee responsibilities. This response
is representative of the views of the Society of Biology’s trustees, in collaboration with our member
organisations.
2. In the new version of ‘The essential trustee’ is the explanation of trustees’ responsibilities clear
and easy to understand? If not, what didn’t you find clear? How could the commission make it
clearer?
The new version is well written in terms of style and absence of jargon. Trustees’ responsibilities are made
clear, and links leading to explanatory webpages are helpful in certain cases2. Problems arose with the
‘must’ and ‘should’ distinction however - see below.
3. The commission uses ‘must’ to explain legal requirements and ‘should’ to explain minimum
good practice. The new version explains more directly that minimum good practice is not
optional, and there are consequences of not following it.
Do you understand the distinction between what trustees ‘must’ and ‘should’ do?
The document explains this distinction to a limited extent but it is not clear why some of the 'shoulds' are not
'musts'. There are also some examples of ‘need to’; it may be clearer to replace this wording with ‘must’.
The document provides a good idea of what is required and expected, but lack of clarity on what would
constitute illegality.
The Society understands that the Charity Commission lacks the resource to investigate all potential
misdemeanours; however the document must make clear the difference between a breach of duty and
something that is illegal.
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This issue could be addressed by clearer guidance on seeking legal advice. That is, Page 11 states ‘the
commission doesn’t expect you to be a legal expert, but you should take reasonable steps to find out about
legal requirements. This could include taking independent advice from a suitably qualified person’.
It is not clear if this qualified person must be a legal expert, and the document gives no information on what
the minimum good practice requirement is. Greater detail here would help trustees establish the level of
specific advice needed.
There are also areas of the document where stronger wording is needed, and where the language used
contradicts practice. For example;
Page 7: ‘When you appoint new trustees, you should think about….
We recommend that this wording is stronger than 'think about' for some of the items listed; for instance
‘ensuring that new trustees are eligible to act’ is essential.
Page 10: ‘You must make sure that the charity (and the trustees) complies with the governing
document.’
The value of making this a ‘must’ is significantly reduced, if not eliminated, if having a governing document
is only a ‘should’. If we understand this correctly, the need for a governing document should be defined as a
‘must’, whereas the list of what is included in that document can be defined as ‘should’. If any specific
content is a ‘must’ then that is to be made clear to assist when organisations are reviewing and potentially
re-wording their governing documents.
4. Which of the following statements about what trustees ‘should’ do are helpful in explaining what
it means (please answer for each):
a. minimum good practice requirements
b. specified good practice
Both a and b would be useful if used together for explaining what should be done.
c. there is no specific legal requirement
This statement is very helpful.
d. the commission expects you to comply
This statement is not helpful – an explanation of the consequences of not complying is needed.
e. if you don’t comply, the commission may ask you to explain and justify your decision
This statement is more helpful than d, but again the use of ‘may’ leads to ambiguity. Again, there is a need
for clarity on the consequences if the Commission is not satisfied by the explanation. This will determine the
importance of the action.
f. if you don’t comply, you may be in breach of a legal duty
g. if you don’t comply, it is difficult to see how you can satisfy your legal duties

For both f and g, a ‘must’ action may be more appropriate. Clarity is needed in f, again around the use of
‘may’.
h. if you don’t comply, the commission may treat this as evidence of misconduct or
mismanagement
Again, if this is so, a ‘must’ action may be more appropriate, and the use of ‘may’ creates ambiguity.
Which of these statements applies best is dependent on context, but minimum good practice requirements
would be helpful, as would a clear statement of legal duties.

5.

Do you think the guidance strikes the right balance between:



reassuring trustees that the law protects them if they comply with their legal duties, and
highlighting the potential consequences of acting negligently or in bad faith?

The general tone of the document is of potential consequence rather than protection. Greater clarity on
what constitutes illegality, and what doesn’t, would help to address this.
Furthermore, Section 11.2 on reducing the risk of personal liability appears to apply to the governing body
of the organisations whereas, elsewhere in the document, the guidance applies to individual trustees.
Clarity on these issues would be beneficial.

6. Some trustees seem to be unfamiliar with their duties. What more could the commission do to
raise awareness of this guidance? How could your organisation help?
The guidance itself could be more specific about good practice associated with informing trustees of their
responsibilities. For instance, mandating that charitable organisations have processes in place to issue and
record the reading of the trustee guidance, via a signed declaration or similar.
Induction procedures of trustees vary according to organisation, but umbrella bodies like the Society of
Biology are well placed to work with the Charity Commission to provide training opportunities for new
trustees of our member organisations and similar learned society organisations.

The Society of Biology is pleased for this report to be publicly available. For any queries, please contact
The Society of Biology Policy Team at Society of Biology, Charles Darwin House, 12 Roger Street, London,
WC1N 2JU. Email: policy@societyofbiology.org
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